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Abstract 

A magnesium / aluminium composite was produced by room temperature consolidation through 
high-pressure torsion (HPT) processing. Half-discs of the pure metals were placed side-by-side 
and subjected to different numbers of turns. The initially reduced interface between the phases 
gradually increased with increasing rotation. The composite displayed a significant ductility even 
after 10 turns. The distribution of hardness in the HPT-processed discs was bi-modal in the early 
stages of processing. As the number of turns increased and the thickness of the phases decreased 
there was a noticeable increase in hardness. The hardness values of the composite further 
increased after thermal treatment due to the formation of intermetallics within the interface 
between the magnesium and aluminium-rich phases. 
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1. Introduction 

High-pressure torsion (HPT) has been used extensively to introduce severe plastic 

deformation into metallic materials leading to grain refinement down to the sub-micron or 

nanometre scale. In this metal forming technique the sample, usually in the shape of a thin disc, 

is compressed between rigid anvils and subjected to plastic deformation by torsion [1]. The 

hydrostatic compressive stresses developed during processing are in the range of a few GPa and 

the effective strains can easily reach values of more than 100. In addition to structural refinement, 

these straining conditions also promote the welding of metallic pieces. The effective stresses can 

overcome the material yield stress giving rise to a “fluid-like” behaviour in which the pieces come 

into full contact. In addition, the severe plastic deformation increases their surface area by 

breaking the oxide layer and promoting a metal-to-metal contact and welding [2-6].  

Accordingly, HPT processing has been used to consolidate metallic chips and particles 

and to incorporate a hard phase into a metallic matrix to produce composites [7-10]. As the 

processing can be conducted at relatively low temperatures, it is possible to join dissimilar metals 

and to prevent the formation of intermetallics due to the limited atomic mobility. Recent reports 

showed that it was possible to join magnesium and aluminium by using stacked discs in order to 

produce composites [11-14]. Nevertheless, although the processing occurred at room temperature, 

the formation of Al12 Mg17 [11-14] and Al3 Mg2 [11, 13] intermetallics was reported. A 

nanocomposite with an average grain size of ~60 nm in the metallic matrix and intermetallics was 

formed after processing through 20 turns of HPT and this composite achieved a remarkably high 

hardness value of ~330 Hv [11]. 

It is known that pure aluminium [15] and pure magnesium [16] exhibit significant 

ductility after HPT processing but the presence of intermetallics may impair the ductility of pure 

metals. To investigate this problem, the present research was initiated whereby HPT was used to 

produce a Mg/Al composite without the formation of intermetallics and the ductility was 

evaluated together with the potential for increasing the mechanical strength through subsequent 

thermal treatment.  
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 2. Experimental materials and procedure 

The materials used in these experiments were commercial purity magnesium (>99.7% 

purity) and high-purity aluminium (99.99%). Discs of 10 mm diameter and ~0.85 mm thickness 

were machined and cut halfway through the diameter. Composites of Mg-50% vol. Al were 

produced using half disks of magnesium and half disks of aluminium placed next to each other 

inside the 10 mm diameter internal cavity of a quasi-constrained HPT anvil [17] and processed 

through 1/4, 1, 5 and 10 turns at room temperature (RT) under a nominal pressure of 6 GPa. The 

top and bottom surfaces of the Mg disc were marked with black ink prior to HPT and careful 

observations revealed no slippage after processing and negligible mixing of the different metals 

on the surface. The sample set up aimed to provide conditions for mixing the phases and 

controlling the thickness. A similar procedure was developed to produce multilayered structure 

using tube high pressure shearing [18]. This also reduces the initial contact surface area between 

the different metals and promotes a continuous increase in such interfaces so that it is expected to 

improve the binding of the different phases.  

The mechanical properties were determined using dynamic hardness and miniature tensile 

testing. The dynamic hardness was carried out using an ultra-microhardness tester model 

Shimadzu DUH-211S equipped with a Berkovich indenter. The maximum load was 100 mN and 

there was no dwell time. Miniature samples were machined for the tensile tests having 1.5 mm 

gauge length, 1.0 mm gauge width and ~0.5 mm gauge thickness at the mid-radius position using 

spark-erosion. Tensile tests were performed at constant cross-head displacement rate with an 

initial strain rate of 1.0 × 10-4 s-1. 

The microstructures were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The phases present in the alloy were evaluated by X-

ray diffraction (XRD). The sample surface was polished to a mirror-like finish for the XRD and 

SEM and the XRD analysis was conducted in a Philips PW1710 diffractometer using Cu Kα 

radiation and a graphite monochromatic crystal with a wavelength of 1.5406 Å. The TEM lamella 
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was prepared by focus ion beam (FIB) milling and the sample was observed using a Tecnai G2-

20 - SuperTwin FEI - 200 kV transmission microscope. 

Samples processed through 10 HPT turns were subsequently annealed at 573 K for 1 h in 

order to examine the formation of any different phases with XRD and SEM also used for 

microstructural characterization of the annealed composite. Dynamic hardness testing was used 

to determine the hardness of the different phases.  

3. Experimental results 

3.1 Microstructural analysis 

Figure 1 shows backscattered electron (BSE) images of the centre (upper row) and edge 

(lower row) of the discs in the plane containing the axial and radial directions after different 

numbers of turns. It is anticipated that the half discs, initially composed of either pure Al or pure 

Mg, will develop a helical pattern after simple torsion when placed side by side within the anvil, 

and it is expected that the numbers of helices will increase and their thicknesses decrease as the 

number of turns increases. This trend is readily observed in the discs processed by 1/4 and 1 turn 

of HPT in the first and second columns in Fig. 1 but unstable flow occurs during processing 

leading to an unpredicted mixing of the different phases and a significant increase in the interfacial 

area between Mg and Al after 5 or 10 turns. This effect is more pronounced at the edges of the 

discs. Despite this mixing of the phases, a lamellar structure is clearly identified at the centres of 

the discs processed up to 10 turns. It is also apparent that large areas of Mg, corresponding to the 

darker phase, develop around the top and bottom surfaces at the edge of the sample and a 

significant mixing of Mg and Al takes place especially at the mid-plane position. 

Figure 2 depicts a higher magnification secondary electron (SE) image of an area of 

mixing of phases near the edge of the sample processed to 10 turns of HPT. The composition of 

the analysed area was determined by EDS mapping of Mg and Al which revealed the existence 

of phases having thicknesses varying from less than 1 micron to a few microns. It should be noted 
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also that these distinct phases are distributed as alternating lamellae which remain either rich in 

magnesium or aluminium even after 10 HPT revolutions.  

A TEM lamella was prepared by FIB from an area containing thin phases of Mg and Al 

at the mid-radius position and Fig. 3 displays (a) a bright-field TEM image of the entire lamella, 

(b) an STEM image of a large area and (c) a bright-field TEM image of the interface region 

between the Mg (left) and Al (right) phases. Inspection of Fig. 3 reveals the development of 

elongated phases with thicknesses of ~1 μm in the disc-shaped sample processed through 10 HPT 

turns. It is also evident that ultrafine grains are contained within both of these distinct phases. The 

STEM image depicts a clear contrast between the phases such that the aluminium phase appears 

brighter than the phase rich in magnesium. It is interesting to note also that elongated grains are 

present in the aluminium phase whilst the grains in the magnesium rich phase are mostly 

equiaxed.   

3.2 Mechanical properties 

The distributions of hardness in samples processed to different numbers of turns of HPT 

are presented by the histograms in Fig. 4. A bi-modal distribution is clearly observed since the 

indentations were sufficiently small to evaluate the hardness of each phase separately. It has been 

reported that the hardness of high purity aluminium processed by HPT to equivalent strains larger 

than ~5 lies within the range of ~30–35 Hv [19]. Thus, a hardness in the range of ~30–35 kgf/mm2 

is expected for the Al phase in the present experiments and this is very close to the lower peak for 

the distribution in the range of ~25–30 kgf/mm2 as observed in the samples processed to 1/4 and 

1 turn. The hardness of the CP-Mg, determined by dynamic hardness, varied from ~55 to ~60 

kgf/mm2 [20] and this is similar to the higher peak in the distribution within the range of ~55–65 

kgf/mm2 recorded in the samples processed to 1/4 and 1 turn. A shift towards higher hardness 

values is observed in the sample processed to 5 turns and this trend is even more evident after 10 

HPT turns which displayed areas with hardness above ~80 kgf/mm2. This increase in hardness in 

the samples processed to larger numbers of turns of HPT is attributed to the enhanced mixing 

between the phases that creates areas with very thin lamellar phases.  
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Figure 5 shows an engineering stress vs. engineering strain curve determined by tensile 

testing of the material processed to 10 turns of HPT. The yield stress is above 100 MPa and it is 

followed by a short steep hardening to an ultimate stress of ~160 MPa. Despite the small strain 

hardening stage, the material displays a high total elongation due to a very significant post-

necking deformation. This result provides a clear demonstration that the composite is very ductile 

even after 10 turns of HPT.  

3.3 Annealing 

 A heat treatment at 573 K for 1 h triggered the formation of intermetallics in the 

composite processed to 10 turns. Figure 6 displays the X-ray diffraction pattern of the material 

before (upper) and after (lower) the annealing treatment. The as-processed material only exhibits 

peaks corresponding to either the aluminium or magnesium phases whereas the annealed 

composite also displays peaks corresponding to the intermetallic phases Al3Mg2 and Al12Mg17. 

Figure 7 shows a BSE image of an area of the interface between the Al-rich and Mg-rich phases. 

The different phases, including the intermetallics, are readily distinguished by the difference in 

brightness. The composition of different areas was estimated using EDS and the results reveal the 

presence of an aluminium phase with ~4.6 wt. % of magnesium in solid solution at point “1”, a 

thick layer of an Al-rich intermetallic at point “2”, a thinner layer of a Mg-rich intermetallic at 

point “3” and a Mg-rich phase with aluminium in solid solution at points “4” and “5”. It is worth 

noting that the amount of Al in solid solution in the Mg-rich phase decreases with increasing 

distance from the interface with the other phases. Indentation marks from dynamic hardness tests 

are also observed in Fig. 7 and these indentation sizes are clearly smaller in the intermetallic area 

due to their higher hardness compared to both the Mg-rich and the Al-rich phases. 

Figure 8 shows histograms for the distributions of hardness in the material processed by 

10 turns of HPT before and after the annealing treatment. Thus, the as-processed composite 

displays hardness within the interval of ~20–100 kgf/mm2 whereas the annealed material displays 

a broader distribution of hardness ranging from ~40 to ~270 kgf/mm2. These ranges show the 

increasing hardness of the composite through the annealing heat treatment. The hardness of the 
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Mg-rich, the Al-rich and the intermetallic phases were estimated by the average of several 

indentations and the hardness was ~58 kgf/mm2 in the Mg-rich phase,  ~89 kgf/mm2 in the Al-

rich phase and ~229 kgf/mm2 in the intermetallics. In practice, it was not possible to distinguish 

the separate hardness of each intermetallic phase due to the small sizes of the indentations. 

4. Discussion 

The processing of Mg/Al composites by HPT was documented in earlier reports [11-14] 

but these other investigations examined the stacking of individual whole discs whereas the present 

investigation used half discs which were placed side-by-side within the cavity contained in the 

upper surface of the lower HPT anvil. This difference is important because homogeneous simple 

torsional deformation is not expected to promote the mixing of phases when using stacked discs. 

By contrast, it is readily apparent that a progressive mixing is likely to occur between adjacent 

half discs due to the development of conventional helical patterns during HPT processing [21-

27]. A progressive mixing of phases with concomitant phase thickness reduction is also predicted 

and was observed during processing of different metallic materials placed side by side in tube 

high-pressure shearing [18]. This gradual mixing of the phases is observed in the early stages of 

processing but, with increasing numbers of turns, a pronounced mixing is observed which is larger 

than expected. This effect is more evident around the interfaces of the different phases and leads 

to the formation of very thin layers of each phase. These observations show that the deformation 

imposed during HPT is highly heterogeneous and the effective strain may be significantly larger 

than predicted through conventional modeling. In practice, this effect is consistent with the 

reported mixing of phases after large numbers of turns of HPT even in stacked discs [11, 12, 28]. 

Local plastic flow instabilities may develop due to differences in the flow stresses and 

incompatibilities of deformation at the interface between the phases. It is worth noting also that 

plastic flow instabilities in simple shear deformation have been predicted around inclusions 

through finite element modelling [29]. 

The present results provide no conclusive evidence for the formation of intermetallics 

during HPT processing up to 10 turns although the Al3Mg2 and the Al12Mg17 phases are the 
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expected stable phases for a mixture of Mg-50% vol. Al. As the processing was conducted at 

room temperature and the local sample heating is anticipated to be <20 °C [30-32], it is expected 

that the nucleation and growth of different phases will be hindered. It is worth noting also that 

intermetallic formation was reported in a composite of 1050 aluminium alloy and ZK60 

magnesium alloy processed up to 20 turns of HPT using stacked discs [11, 12]. The present 

experiments were conducted using half discs placed next to each other which reduces the initial 

contact area between the different metals. This reduces the interfacial area and may hinder the 

reaction between the different metals. Intermetallic formation was observed in the present study 

after heat treatment at 573 K for 1 h and the Al-rich intermetallic Al3Mg2 is thicker than the Mg-

rich Al12Mg17 which agrees with data reported in Mg / Al diffusion couples [33].  

The composites produced in this investigation exhibit interesting mechanical properties. 

Thus, the pure metal phases display low hardness in the early stages of processing but the hardness 

increases with the severe mixing of phases. Although magnesium and aluminium alloys tend to 

exhibit brittle behaviour after processing by HPT, pure aluminium and pure magnesium are 

ductile even after severe plastic deformation. As a consequence, the Mg / Al composite displays 

a significant elongation even after 10 turns of HPT as shown in Fig. 5.  

The hardness of the composite may be increased by a heat treatment to induce the 

formation of harder intermetallics. Moreover, heat treatment also promotes the formation of a 

gradient of solid solution in the pure metal phases. As a consequence, the annealed material 

displays a broad range of distributions of hardness as documented in Fig. 8. The hardness of the 

Mg-rich phase does not change significantly but the Al-rich phase hardened significantly due to 

the Mg in solution. Thus, the annealed composite displays a microstructure containing a soft phase 

(Mg alloy), a phase with an intermediate strength (Al alloy) and hard phases (intermetallics). The 

fraction of each phase can be controlled through the use of different thermal treatment 

temperatures and times. This means that composites with different mechanical properties may be 

effectively processed by tailoring the HPT and heat treatment conditions. 

5. Summary and conclusions 
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1. A Mg / Al composite was produced with a good mixing of the phases by processing half 

discs of each pure metal placed adjacent to each other in HPT. The thickness of each 

phase in the composite decreases with increasing numbers of turns. The results show 

plastic instabilities promote severe mixing of the phases after 5 and 10 turns of HPT.  

2. Ultrafine-grains were formed within each phase and intermetallics were not present up to 

10 turns of HPT.  

3. The hardness of each phase was consistent with the hardness of the pure metals processed 

by HPT up to 1 turn but there was an increase in hardness after 10 turns due to the 

formation of very thin layers of each phase. Mechanical testing showed the composite 

displayed a high elongation in tension of almost 20%.  

4. Annealing at 573 K for 1 h promoted the formation of a solid solution in the pure metal 

phases and the formation of Al3Mg2 and Al12Mg17 intermetallics. A broad range of 

hardness values were observed in the composite after annealing at 573 K.  
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Figure 1 – BSE images of the microstructure of Mg-50% vol. Al composites at different levels of shear 
straining by HPT.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2 – SE image and EDS mapping of Mg and Al at mid-radius position of the sample processed to 10 
turns of HPT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3 – TEM bright field image of the (a) whole lamella, (b) STEM image of the different phases and 
(c) higher magnification at the interface between Mg and Al phases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 4 – Distribution of hardness in samples processed to different number of turns of HPT. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 5 – Stress vs strain curve of the composite processed to 10 turns of HPT. 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6 – X-ray diffraction pattern  of the material processed by 10 turns of HPT before and after 
annealing at 573 K for 1 hour.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 7 – BSE image and EDS composition of different areas in the material processed by 10 turns of 
HPT and annealed at 573 K.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 8 – Frequency of hardness distribution in the Mg / Al composite before and after thermal 
treatment at 573 K.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


